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Believe In Yourself
Building a Haven for Belief in my Mind.
This is what helps me level the playing ﬁeld in my mind.
First, I imagine myself as an infant, and then I imagine all the people I admire, whom inspire me, as babies.
Then I think, is there any diﬀerence in us? We are all made of the same stuﬀ, with untapped potential. If they
can fulﬁll their dreams, then it’s highly possible I can too.
But wait I say…they had diﬀerent lives and opportunities than I, it’s not so simple. We’ll get to this later. For now,
suspend all the buts.
Next, I imagine the most exquisite, breathtaking, beautiful, magniﬁcent thing possible. It can be a place, person,
thing. Now…ask, what makes that thing so beautiful? Is it inherently magniﬁcent, is it my beliefs/social
conditioning about what is beautiful that makes this thing so awesome in my eyes? Is there something in my
biology that causes me to ﬁnd some things more desirable than others? Is it objective or subjective? Who
makes the rules on what is the most exquisite thing ever?
Then I ask myself, what makes us worthy and deserving. Is it what we look like, what we do, who we are, what
we know, who we know? Is it conditional? What about all those babies? Aren't they all equally deserving and
worthy? What makes me diﬀerent from those babies, I was once a baby, what makes me any less deserving
now?
I have all these negative thoughts which arise unbidden in my head. "You are fat, old, unattractive, inept... what
makes you think you know anything or can help anyone else at all? Who are you to believe that you have
anything to oﬀer. How presumptuous of you, who do you think you are? Get over yourself already. "
I then remind myself, "You are that same baby who is full of potential and have everything to oﬀer, the same as
everyone else. You are magniﬁcent, just as everyone is. It's only the world and yourself telling you all of these
notions that you have to be a certain way to be valued or taken seriously. It's all lies." Truth is we're all
wonderful, brilliant, lovable, full of potential, with unique gifts to give, none of us less important than the other,
just like we were as babies.
The cultures we live in socialize us into conforming to exert an order, to keep us under control. It's good to have
some structure, except when it becomes a cage instead of a haven. Babies begin life with havens, whereas
adults become encaged, by their own minds.
So, if I were to create a haven for my adult self, what would be the ﬁrst step.
Um, turn the computer nook into a mini Zen space? Buy a lottery ticket, win, run away and build a mountain
cabin with only a cute pet goat to keep me company? Build a fancy treehouse just for me?
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Nah, but all of those sound like fun! Here's something more practical because it's all in your mind. And truth is,
it's all mind/consciousness/energy/spirit that matters most. Not matter, heh.
1. Truth. I would question, deeply question what's true. Sometimes it's all about asking the right questions.
For every negative or self-limiting belief that arises, pause and question it. And try on diﬀerent perspectives. For
example, "I'm too old to start my own business." How old should I be then? What does too old mean? Can't I
learn new things? My body and mind still work, I'm not dead yet! Maybe being older is actually advantageous.
Maybe I am stronger, calmer and wiser due to having more years under my belt. I am not too old after all, it isn't
true!
2. No Excuses. No fear. If something is really important, no excuse can hold me back.
Fear of change and wanting to stay comfortable/safe can lead to making excuses which eﬀectively defeats
belief in myself before I even have a chance to pursue my dreams. Excuses keep me stuck in the same holding
pattern, same old, same old. For example, "I want to lose weight, get ﬁt, healthy and energetic." Excuses, "I don't
have enough time, I'm too tired, When I get slimmer people treat me diﬀerently and bad things happen, I'll just
gain the weight back anyway." None of those excuses are really legitimate.
3. Environment and Trust. Surround myself with people, places and things that support, enliven and inspire me.
To maintain clarity, peace, sanity and promote belief in myself, I need a supportive environment. How can I trust
myself and believe in myself if I can't hear myself, center myself, enjoy myself or be myself. In order to believe I
must trust. How can I trust when my surroundings are chaotic or detrimental to me. Why would I believe in
myself when I allow myself to live in an unhealthy environment. I wouldn't trust a friend that told me, "Oh it's
okay for you to tolerate a caustic or abusive partnership or workplace." And why not hold out for those
relationships and environments that fully match me that keep me on my toes in a good way. Ones that are
positive and also challenging me to keep growing and cheer me on. I strive to declutter and keep only those
things which bring me joy when I see them. Too much stuﬀ, too much to keep track of and take care of, ugh.
Too many complainers, naysayers, manipulators and backstabbers, ugh! I get to choose what I will allow to
continue. My empowerment relies on trust. To believe I must trust.
4. Open Mind. About all those, "buts"…
But I don't have all the advantages that other people do. But, they must be cheating somehow, or know
somebody, come from money, or they're really lucky and I'm not. Still excuses, yet more focused on external
factors or competition. Thinking that success is scarce. That life isn't fair. That the world is a pit of competition
where there's not enough to go around, not enough for everyone. Only "special" people have their hopes and
dreams fulﬁlled.
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Truth is, before anything can happen, I must believe it can. And if it can happen for someone else, then why not
for me? I open my mind to the possibility that I am just as worthy and deserving as anyone else, so why not
give it my best shot? Believe in myself. Believe in a loving universe which energetically equally supports us all
in furthering our deepest heart's desires.
In summary, I create a haven in my mind where I discover the truth by questioning, release fear by ignoring
excuses, change to supportive environments/relationships which promote trust and then open my mind to a
universe of abundance and inﬁnite possibilities. It gets easier to believe!
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